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Chapter 150 

Today, on the Outer Region battlefield, the top Gods of War of the Dragon Temple traveled across the 

battlefield and marched towards the direction of Vowhye of Frogua at an extremely quick pace. It had 

not been long since the Dragon Temple’s massacre of countless experts in the Outer Region battlefield. 

Therefore, the abnormal movements of the ten Gods of War immediately attracted the strong attention 

of various forces in the Outer Region battlefield. 

In a secret stronghold of the Dragon Temple, the figures of Slaughter and Vanish appeared on Qlan 

Mian’s computer screen. Slaughter asked Qian Mian, “Qian Mian, why did the Lord summon the ten 

Gods of War to Vowhye? 

Qian Mian answered, “The Tang family that is guarding Vowhye, is in trouble. And Lord has to deal with 

something at Usmait now, so he can’t travel towards north at the moment! 

After Qian Mian finished speaking, the Vanish King on the screen also said, “Shall we go to Frogua 

again?” 

Qian Mian frowned and said, “No! Both of you as well as Combat and Gloom are Lord’s strongest forces, 

and your task now is to break through to the Royal level! Do you still need Lord to come in person in all 

battles? 

“You four good-for-nothings! Hurry up and put in more effort! Breakthrough quickly! Since the Lord 

didn’t say anything about Vowhye, then you don’t have to worry about it!” Qian Mian was secretly 

cursing in his heart. Qian Mian then hung up the phone. Ever since the last occasion when Joseph came 

to the Outer Region battlefield in person, Qian Mian’s personality had changed a lot. 

Recently, she had been practicing hard. She wanted to become stronger and break through to the level 

of the Divine King, and officially stepped into that domain. 

However it was too difficult for her to achieve the Divine King level, so she could not break through in a 

short time, but she knew that it would be soon, she could feel it. After she ended the call, a figure 

covered in a cloak appeared in darkness behind her. The figure said to Qian Mian faintly, “The Tang 

family in Vowhye is of great significance to the Lord. It is the Lord’s second home, so it must not go 

wrong. Yet there are too many hidden powers in Vowhye, there are even many clans with histories of 

more than a hundred years. Now that the four Divine King are at the critical moment of breaking 

through to the next level, let me, the old man be there. Find a route for me please, and I will be there 

there tonight.” 

Qian Mian was shocked to hear that. This old man was very mysterious, she didn’t even know how 

powerful he was. All she knew about this old man was that Joseph told her to respectfully address him 

as Master King. 

Three years ago, Joseph rescued him from a dangerous place in the Outer Region battlefield. Master 

King fought with others and was badly injured, he was at the verge of death. It was Joseph who saved 

him at all costs and dragged him to the Dragon Temple. In the past three years, Master King had been 

staying in the intelligence department of the Dragon Temple to recuperate and recover. Yet now he was 

going to Vowhye? 



With a slight frown in her beautiful eyes, she looked at Master King and said slowly, “Master King? Have 

you recovered from your injuries?” 

Master King shook his head and said, “Haha, it’s not that easy once the vital organs are injured. Don’t 

worry, I won’t die. After Lord Dawson saved me, I was really sure that I won’t die for the time being. I’ve 

also partially recovered and I have now achieved the Semi Royal level. Even if I my injury deteriorates, I 

wouldn’t be afraid too even if I encounter Sebastian in Vowhye. So it’s best for me to go, isn’t it, little 

girl?” 

“Master King, thank you. Thank you very much.” Qian Mian took a deep breath, bowed to Master King, 

and thanked him. Master King’s entire body, including his head, was hidden in the black robe. He had 

been hiding in the Dragon Temple for three years, but throughout these three years, no one had seen 

his face except for Joseph. 

Qian Mian never dragged on too, and soon she arranged the fastest route for Master King. He could 

arrive at Vowhye of the Frogua tonight. She handed a special mobile phone to Master King and bowed 

again. “Master King, I’ll leave the Tang family’s issue in Vowhye to you.” 

Master King laughed and said, “I hope I do not disappoint you…” The old body then disappeared in the 

shadow behind. 

Therefore, all the forces on the battlefield did not know that there was a terrifying existence hidden 

among the forces sent to Frogua by the Dragon Temple. It was a supreme master who could resist 

Sebastian at critical moments, Xeonite! 

While the elites of the Dragon Temple were marching towards Vowhye, Charles, who had completely 

recovered from his injuries, also came out of a secret base of the Frogua’s military in the eastern side of 

the Outer Region battlefield. His aura was rising very much. During these missions, he had been on the 

verge of death several times and had understood a lot of things. At this moment, his aura was about to 

break through to the real Divine King level. 

Yes, it wasn’t Semi Divine King level, it was the true Divine King level! Charles’s aura was growing 

stronger at every moment till it started to overflow. This was a sign that he was about to breakthrough 

to the next level. If he was lucky, he would officially advance at the next moment, and if not, it would 

take a few days for him to officially breakthrough. 

Charles, who was strolling outside, breathed in the air of the Outer Region battlefield. He shook his head 

and said with a smile, “Haha, I didn’t expect that in the end, when I was about to retreat, I would make a 

breakthrough.” 

In fact, Charles also understood that he had already accumulated enough experience after taking charge 

of the Outer Region battlefield for so many years. He was just a little bit short of enlightenment. Half a 

month ago, when he was on the brink of death, he saw the Dragon Temple Lord chasing after the other 

emperor level expert, he too witnessed the Dragon Temple Lord’s attack. He then immediately 

understood that he was able to become a Divine King. 

“It’s time to go back to Vowhye. I haven’t gone back for many years. My grandson should have grown 

up, really want to meet him. As a grandfather, I am too incompetent. I have given up too much for the 

military of Frogua.” 



“Don’t worry, my grandson. After grandpa goes back this time, grandpa will support you! I will help you 

to make the Dawson family stronger!” Charles thought with mixed feelings. Ten years ago, when he left 

Frogua for the Outer Region, he was carrying out an absolute secret mission. Therefore, he cut off all 

contact with the Dawson family in Vowhye and spent all his energy on the mission. Now that he had 

succeeded, and it was time for him to fall back. 

Of course, Joseph didn’t know what had happened on the other side of the battlefield. He didn’t know 

that Charles would return to Vowhye in a few days. At this moment, he had just finished the phone call 

with Qian Mian. 

“Is Master King going to Vowhye? It seems that he has figured it out. It’s a good thing if he’s heading to 

Vowhye too, I’m pretty sure nothing bad will happen in Vowhye then. I can be more rest assured.” 

Joseph hung up the phone and murmured. 

“Well, boss, don’t worry. Nothing will happen to the Tang family. Alpha 11 has already rushed there, and 

the Four Divine Kings have also gotten the news. If the hidden clans in Vowhye dare to make a move this 

time, they will be slaughtered!” Mr. King also said with a smile. To be honest, the Dragon Temple really 

didn’t care about those rats hidden in the darkness in Vowhye. If one came out, one would be killed, if 

two came out, a pair would be slaughtered! 

At this time, Alpha 3 walked behind Joseph and said, “Boss, Miss Tang is awake.” 

Joseph was a little confused. Tang Mei’s injury was too serious and she shouldn’t have woken up so 

soon. He didn’t think much about it and hurried in. 

In the room, Tang Mei, who was awake, was very excited. She was not dead, and Joseph was here. The 

next moment, the door opened. As soon as Joseph came in, Tang Mei’s tears fell down again. She looked 

at Joseph with a complicated expression and yelled, “Brother, something happened to the Tang family!” 

Joseph nodded and said, “Well, I’ve already known about it. Tang Mei, just rest well. I’ve sent someone 

to Vowhye. I have something to do here. I’ll go back to Vowhye with you on Wednesday morning.” 

Hearing this, she was a little moved, but then she quickly shook her head and said anxiously, “No, no, 

brother, hurry up and ask your people back. There are two Gods of War in the Huang family, and they 

are very powerful…” 

Before she could finish her words, Joseph interrupted her with a smile and said, “It’s okay. They only 

have two. I’ve sent ten Peak-level Gods of War there. They will probably arrive tonight, so you don’t 

have to worry.” 

Tang Mei’s eyes immediately widened. She looked at Joseph in disbelief and asked, “Brother, did, did 

you just say ten? Ten Peak-level Gods of War? You, you, weren’t you only at the early stage of God of 

War?” 

“The early stage of the God of War? Miss Tang, you may have misheard. Or maybe the rumors you 

heard in Vowhye are not true. Boss is not a God of War. He is much stronger than the God of War. He is 

now the seventh commander of the Frogua’s military and has more than a dozen warriors at the God of 

War level…” Alpha 1 said to Tang Mei with a smile. 



“What? My brother, my brother, my brother is a Divine King? The commander of the military must be a 

Divine King. Brother, you, you are really a Divine King, not a God of War?” Tang Mei stared at Joseph 

with her big eyes. She eagerly wanted the truth as it was related to the life and death of the Tang family. 

Joseph nodded with a smile and said, “Well, it’s true. Tang Mei, have Ilied to you since childhood? So 

don’t worry, nothing bad will happen in Vowhye.” 

As Joseph spoke, his eyes became cold. He narrowed his eyes and said slowly, “Besides, the Tang family! 

That’s my mother’s home! It’s also my home! Whoever dares to touch it will definitely die!” As Joseph 

spoke, he suddenly exuded a power far beyond that of a God of War. 

At this time, Tang Mei believed it. She had been living in Vowhye. She had seen a lot of strong warriors 

at the God of War level. It was rare to see masters at the God of War level outside, but she could still see 

them in Vowhye. 

After all, more than half of the God of War in the Frogua were in the headquarters of the Vowhye 

military. As the central force, they could support all directions at any time and protect the Frogua at the 

same time! 

At this moment, Tang Mei looked at the imposing Joseph. Her eyes were filled with tears again. Thinking 

of the figure of Joseph’s mother, she couldn’t help murmuring, “Aunt Tang, did you see that? Young 

Master has become a Divine King. He didn’t let you down. He has become a Divine King.” 

 


